LA BIOSTHETIQUE

HAIR FASHION
The Artist’s Collection. On-trend original
style for autumn and winter

TREND MAKE-UP
Great new colours in exciting
and original combinations

YOUTHFUL SOLUTIONS
The details of personal style say
a lot about our perceived age
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For sensitive hair & scalp
METHODE SENSITIVE gives sensitive hair and scalps gentle
relaxation and renewed sense of well-being. With extra
mild cleansing and special scalp treatments that instantly
strengthen hair growth and soothe symptoms of stress, such as
itching and irritations.

Exclusive hair care and cosmetics in selected hairdressing salons: www.labiosthetique.com
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Dear customer,

HAIR

In this issue of SALON BEAUTE, we are happy to
show you the current trends for this autumn. We are
looking forward to the coming season which is so
full of inspiring new ideas. The dynamic creative interaction between the hair artists and their model was
the inspiration for our new hairdressing collection.
An interaction that we hold with you each and every
day. We have the style ideas but you inspire us with
your personality and your own style to constantly
create new variations in cut, colour and overall look.
In addition, in this issue we will show you the current
trends for make-up and reveal the secrets of a youthful
appearance. But before we tell all: it’s about more
than just a wrinkle-free complexion, it’s also about the
thing that we are all lacking these days – time.
You can always find more information and tips in our
salon. We look forward to your next visit!
Your
LA BIOSTHETIQUE coiffeur
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SHORT CUTS

LIKE A BOY!

MASCULINE –
FEMININE

This season, the fashion designers are
playing a tongue-in-cheek game with
identity and gender. Suits with waistcoat, tie and collar, boxy coats, austere sports jackets and leather jackets –
everything from the menswear department. Does this make women look like
men? Not at all! There’s a feminine
body wearing the clothes and the result is playful and even more feminine.
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Fotos access fotoservice

Androgynous looks are among this autumn’s main fashion themes.
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BEAUTY SHOP

Our tips for you!
News for the autumn season from the fascinating world of LA BIOSTHETIQUE.
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01 TRAITEMENT REGENERANT — A highly effective
anti-aging treatment with extracts of phyto stem cells
and brown algae, plus liposomally encapsulated
phytohormones from soybean extract. Clearly
visible rejuvenation of the skin and strengthening of
its natural capacity for regeneration. Suitable for all
skin types.
02 MATT CLAY — A supple modelling styling paste
for versatile looks with a semi-glossy finish. The hair
is easily styled, is given texture, structure and a flexible hold.

03 SMOOTHING FLUID — is an ultra-light styling
fluid for very natural looks. Provides practically
weightless protection and care. Gives fine hair flexible hold that is soft to the touch and maintains its soft
and flowing movement.
04 MAGIC SHADOW TRIO «SMOKY ROCKS» — for
this season’s on-trend make-up. The three smoky
shades in black, grey and taupe give your eyes an
air of mystery and depth and enable many variations. The silky texture can be smoothly blended for a
perfect result – see page 25.
05 SENSUAL LIPSTICK «G 320 POMEGRANATE» —
fruity and tempting like a fresh pomegranate – an
attractive counterpoint to the smoky eyes of the current make-up looks. The soft consistency conditions
and protects the delicate skin of the lips.
06 BRILLIANT NAIL — presents three exciting new
colours for this autumn: «Copper», a shimmering
copper. «Taupe», an extravagant lilac grey. «Deep
Sea», a cheeky green blue. All three are fast-drying
and long-lasting.
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Get a haircut every few
weeks and a trim of that
«good ole style» that
you’ve had for years, and
that’s it until next time?
You could, but you don’t
have to. After all, a great
cut has so much more to
offer. You just have to
know how to make the
most of it.
A HAIRSTYLE WITH
VARIATION
Every man that wants a flexible
style that can be varied to suit any
setting needs hair that is about
10 centimetres long. Here you
can do almost anything with a
clever cut. How and what? – Just
ask your stylist to show you at
your next salon appointment.
They’ll share the techniques, suitable styling products and,of course, what’s best for your individual
style.

PERFECTION
«Le Styling Gel» from the
«Méthode Pour Homme»
men’s range gives your
style strong hold and
always keeps it perfectly
in shape. It’s also easy
to use.
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GOOD LOOK

Admittedly, there are simple
haircuts for men. If you like
super short hair, you don’t
have many options – to be
precise, just one. Of course,
it’s practical. Wash and go.
After all, men have more important things to think about
than taking care of what’s
happening on their head. A
bit boring? Not at all! George
Clooney has always looked
this way. But aren’t men
supposed to enjoy games?
The desire, even the urge for
change? So how about it? For
hanging out choose the
sporty and casual style of
Jogi Löw, for a night out at
the bar as a womaniser
choose Hugh Grant and for
a company meeting cool,
competent and striking.
Anything goes ...

MEN’S WORLD

ONE BECOMES
THREE!
A HAIRCUT FOR ALL OCCASIONS.
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HAIR FASHION

THE ARTIST’S COLLECTION
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The creative interaction between
the painter and the model was
the inspiration for our new
hairdressing collection because
similar things happen everyday in
our salons. We have the fashion
ideas, but you – our customers –
inspire us to constantly create new
and individual variations.
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HAIR FASHION

Strong, but not too stark. Soft, but not too
playful. A look that plays with the two
poles of femininity. Versatile and in
every moment surprising and new. The
long and feathery fringe is transformed
with the flick of a comb into the cool and
short version on the previous page.
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GEORGINA

MAUD

Paris. The 1960s. A nouvelle
vague film is causing quite a stir.
The heroine is as cheeky as she
is fragile. And she wears her hair
short to emphasise her fine girlish
features. To bring this style
up-to-date, here it is in the
shimmering colours of amber,
caramel and honey.
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Biosthetics Red :
Shine On Crazy

HAIR FASHION

Biosthetics Fine :
Smoothing Fluid
Volume Powder
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HAIR FASHION

Fashion is an exciting game for her.
She loves it and is constantly
reinventing herself. Courageous and
calm. Her current favourite is
«colour clash» – the rich and shiny
brown of her hair meets a shimmering
violet. And beneath the long fringe
hides a short one. A trick by the
master of the scissors.
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ALLI
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HAIR FASHION

ALEX
Long hair in a rush of colours. Pure
eroticism. Sparkling reflexes, charged
tension. With every movement, it shows
a new and blazing side in the
sophisticated game with copper and
amber, rose and honey. The long fringe
is concealing and inviting. Makes you
curious about her eyes.
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HAIR CARE

A wonderful colour can
transform even the
simplest hairstyle into a
show stopping look. To
ensure the brilliance lasts,
you need a targeted
protective care.

FRESH SHINE FOR
BLONDE
New shampoos and
conditioners from the
«Protection Couleur»
range maintain and
refresh blonde shades.
«Blonde» restores
shimmering golden
reflexes to warm shades.
«Crystal» strengthens the
silvery shimmer of cool
blonde shades.

M

odern colouring techniques set off a
veritable firework of brilliant reflexes.
Multicoloured effects and sophisticated colour mixes make the hair sparkle with
vibrancy. And the subtle shades make it hard
to guess that this is due to the art of colouring
as they look like a natural gift. That’s the good
news. The not so good news: aggressive environmental factors, above all the UV rays of
light that can damage hair any time of year.
They can really degrade the pigment in sophisticated hair colour
and bleach the sparkling reflexes. This doesn’t happen to hair
with perfect care and protection.
THE LIGHT SHADES
Blonde, the sunniest of all hair
colours, is particularly sensitive.
There is hardly any other colour
that reacts more to light by
changing its colour – changes
that are all the more noticeable if
the hair has damage due to poor
or incorrect care. Even naturally
blonde hair is not immune.
Lightened hair that has already
lost pigments reacts even more
sensitively. UV light can take
away its shine and radiant vibrance, interesting reflexes disappear
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and suddenly make the radiant blonde look
faded. LA BIOSTHETIQUE has the perfect solution for these problems. The new «Protection
Couleur Blonde» range makes light shades
shimmer and shine. With colour-refreshing
pigments and an innovative UV shine complex
in shampoos plus moisturisers and active ingredients that smooth damaged structures in conditioners. Available in two shades, one for
warm and one for cool blonde shades.
WHY COLOURED HAIR NEEDS
SPECIAL CARE
To illustrate this you have to know what
happens when you colour the hair. To lastingly
lock the pigments of the desired colour into the
hair, you have to open the outer layer of the
hair in a chemical process. To anchor them in
the hair, this is subsequently sealed. For highquality hair colours such as «Tint & Tone» by
LA BIOSTHETIQUE the hair is given optimum
care during the colouring process. However,
to lastingly maintain the colour brilliance and
prevent pigment loss, it is necessary to keep
the hair structure healthy and resistant and
protect it against aggressive environmental
factors. You can achieve precisely this with
the colour protection complex in «Protection
Couleur» for all hair colours.

COLOUR CAN
MAKE YOU SHINE
COLOURED HAIR NEEDS GOOD PROTECTION TO STAY LOOKING BEAUTIFUL.

MAKE-UP

HERE’S LOOKING
AT YOU!
Almost too beautiful to
be true, but the story of
mascara began in 1913
with a love-struck lady
who wanted to have
beautiful eyes for her
fairytale prince – and
whose brother was a
chemist. His name:
Eugène Rimmel. He
understood his sister’s
need and mixed a magic
stone for her, made of
pressed coal dust and
Vaseline. With a moistened brush she was able
to apply the black
solution to her lashes
and make her eyes look
really glamorous.
Whether or not his
invention made her
successful with her lover
is unknown but his products were definitely a success. Right up
to the 1970s in France, mascara was often simply referred to
as «Rimmel». In German-speaking countries, it was practically
referred to as «spit colour».

❶

❷

❸

❹

❺

❻

VIVA LA MASCARA!
About 60 years ago, the first modern
mascara was brought to market – a cartridge filled with creamy mascara and a
ribbed metal spiral inside it. It was the
start of a worldwide trend with constantly new variations to tempt – and often
clueless women puzzled about which of
the many products to choose.
Here’s an enlightening piece
of advice:
The size of the brush is purely suggestive because it is deceptive to think that a
huge brush means huge lashes. Large
brushes are good for thick, long lashes.
Anyone that has less voluminous lashes
will achieve better results with narrower
brushes which precisely grasp every little hair, without leaving any dark stains
on your eyelids.

IT’S UP TO YOU!
❶ Care & Fix Conditioner.
Gives shine.
❷ Perfect Boost.
A base for extra volume.
❸ Perfect Volume.
Thickens lashes.
❹ Perfect Volume Waterproof.
❺ Perfect Style.
For a «false lash effect».
❻ Perfect Definition.
Defines and prolongs lashes.
All products by Belavance.
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HAPPY
BIRTHDAY!
MASCARA IS CELEBRATING ITS 100TH BIRTHDAY.

BELAVANCE MAKE-UP

THE ARTIST’S
COLLECTION
Strong colours, unexpected contrasts.
Surprising details that play with subtle shades – tension that is
creative and full of energy. With constant reinterpretations.
The art of modern make-up.
For strong women who enjoy the contradiction.
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This look was created with products by Belavance: Magic Shadow Trio Smoky Rocks, Cream ‘n Gleam Peach Sorbet

A look full of mystery and enigma.
It could mean anything. Magically
attracts, makes you curious to
decipher the puzzle and reveal the
secret. That’s what eye make-up is
about. The counterpoint: the mouth.
The lips say what the eyes don’t
reveal. An exciting game in which
you’re always a winner.

BELAVANCE MAKE-UP

THE ARTIST'S COLLECTION

NEW FOR THE LIPS:
Cream ‘n Gleam combines the precision of a lipliner with the creaminess and shine of a lipstick. Shea
butter makes the delicate skin silky soft, special pigments provide brilliant colour with great adhesion.
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This look was created with products by Belavance: Automatic Pencil for Eyes K 19 Ginger, Automatic Pencil for Eyes K 20 Emerald, Sensual Lipstick G 322 Tender Rose

BEAUTY CARE

SILVER HAIRS

When does someone
appear young and when
do they appear old? It’s
not always just about grey
hair and wrinkles.
Youthfulness comes from
many sources: flexibility,
temperament, lust for life
and much more. The
outer appearance is just
one sign.
© Amica RCS/ph.Giovanni Gastel / Picture Press

Do they make you look
old? A question to which
there isn’t a simple answer. Without a doubt,
grey hair is generally
perceived as a sign of
aging. However, some
people discover their
first grey hairs when they
are still only young without any wrinkles. So
what should you do –
live with them or colour
them? A current trend
option: use them to enhance and individualise
your style. To ensure that
this makes an effective
statement, you should be
fashionable, courageous
and prefer a rather
relaxed style when it
comes to hairstyles.

GETTING INTO SHAPE
There is no doubt that your figure plays
a vital role in making you look youthful
but it’s less about the question of dress
size than about good proportions and
they are very dependent on the firmness
of the tissue which unfortunately weakens as we age. Instead of constantly
dieting to achieve your desired measurements, it is more important to maintain
your weight. This is because the yo-yo
effect inevitably results in the connective
tissue losing elasticity faster.
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BEAUTIFUL HAIR
Hair is a much stronger signal than
is generally assumed. Psychological
studies have shown that it is perceived by others even before our
clothing or figure and flexible,
shiny hair is automatically associated
with health and youthful vigour.
Unfortunately, the aging process
doesn’t leave the hair roots untouched as they begin to produce
weaker hair. This process can be
combated: «Therapie Anti-Chute»
by DERMOSTHETIQUE is a highly
effective energy cocktail for the
scalp that gives the hair roots youthful power, significantly improves the
hair quality and reduces hair loss.

YOUTHFUL
SOLUTIONS!

THERE ARE NO KEY SIGNALS THAT TELL US WHETHER SOMEONE IS YOUNG OR OLD.
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BEAUTY CARE

Now it really comes to the crunch, or
crunches to be more precise because
anthropologists say that a flat stomach
doesn’t necessarily suggest virginity in
all cultures but suggests that this
woman has not yet given birth, so is
still quite young. The fact that this is no
longer always the case today doesn’t
change anything about our old perceptions. It’s also true that as we age
the stomach often develops problem
zones, even in slim women. Unfortunately, there’s only one remedy: disciplined exercise, preferably everyday,
which keeps the stomach muscles
tight and doesn’t leave any room for
flab. You can find out how in any
good fitness guide.
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A FLAT STOMACH

LIVELY EYES

MARK-FREE SKIN

They really are the window to the soul. If
someone is curious about the world or
feels enthusiastic and excited about something, you can see it in their eyes. They
sparkle and shine and luckily that’s not
dependent on age. There are 80-year-olds
who still have this young look and people
in their 30s that have long since lost it.
And what about fine lines? Fine lines don’t
really make you look old, but smooth
skin and shiny eyes make you look
even younger. «Traitement Contour» by
DERMOSTHETIQUE is a very good way
to achieve this.

Another key signal: A very evenly
pigmented skin colour is a typical
privilege of young skin. Freckles
are in a class of their own and don’t
count here neither does the odd
sun spot. However, if the overall
skin tone looks uneven and pigment
spots start to appear on the backs
of the hands, that’s a sign of aging.
Daily UV protection is a good
preventative measure, followed by
good make-up and the special
product «Sérum Dépigmentant» by
DERMOSTHETIQUE.

THE BIOLOGICAL TRICK

Admittedly, light-footedness and flexibility are gifts that we are given at birth
and if you don’t totally neglect these
gifts they can stay with you far beyond
your youth. On the other hand, you can
also acquire these gifts, by consciously
staying in motion, ignoring elevators
and escalators and putting one foot in
front of the other. You don’t necessarily
have to go jogging. It’s enough to move
with purpose.

FULL LIPS
No, this doesn’t necessarily
mean pursed lips like Angelina
Jolie. Size only plays a secondary role whether lips look
full or not. It is the loss of
elasticity that makes the
mouth look flatter as we age
because lips get fine lines
too. Although they are tiny,
they are definitely noticeable.
You can considerably slow
down this process because
lips can be easily protected
against damaging external
factors – with conditioning
lipstick and gloss and a
special, smoothing anti-aging
care. E.g. «Traitement Lèvres»,
a real lip booster.

For decades, scientists have been trying
to get to the bottom of the aging process.
Over the years, our metabolisms slow
down and of course the ability of our cells
to regenerate is reduced. The interesting
question is which mechanism is responsible
for this? A Nobel Prize-winning discovery
provides the answer: an enzyme that acts
as a control centre in the cells and triggers
a pretty ingenious recycling process for
proteins. Unfortunately, over time this
substance becomes less effective but you
can give it a boost and reactivate it. This
is precisely the task of «Sérum de Luxe» by
LA BIOSTHETIQUE which has a
significantly visible, skin-smoothing effect.
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A SPRING IN YOUR STEP
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LIFESTYLE

Time runs away from
us and rarely stands still,
stretches out endlessly
and flies, is nonsensically
wasted although we say
that time is money.

T

oday, time is a big issue. The ingenious
physicist Einstein studied the mystery
known as time and it is increasingly becoming its very own, almost trend driven branch
of research at famous universities. Scientists’
considerations and suspicions are complicated. Only one thing seems to be clear: human
time is a matter of subjective perception – although you can very objectively measure it down to
the exact second.

FASTER AND FASTER –
is the quick pulse of our
time pure stress? Certainly not. Emails that arrive
within seconds instead
of slow snail mail from
all over the world – who
would want to do without that?
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THE ELASTICITY OF TIME
Serious experiments have shown the individual
perceptions of time. For children one minute becomes a small eternity, 20-year-olds have a
precise appreciation of the duration of sixty
minutes and old people get impatient after just
30 seconds. An American writer humorously
summed this up: «Once you've reached the
age of 50, Christmas seems to come every
three months». The good thing about it: time is
like Plasticine. You can stretch or compress it as
much as you want. The trick: every new experience extends time. Everything that you are
already used to shortens it. Experiences that
everyone has had: the first few days of holiday
in an unknown place seem very long and the
last few seem to fly by. On a route that you are
driving for the first time, it feels like you’ve been
travelling for hours. The second time you drive
that route, it feels like it’s going much faster.

SPEED VERSUS SLOWNESS
Why the fashionable buzzword «deceleration»
definitely can’t be about sticking to what you
know, but just switching to a lower gear. It’s not
the speed that matters, but the new experience.
Someone who is constantly rushing through the
trendy clubs to make sure they don’t miss anything is shortening time because they are not
really experiencing anything new. For homebodies, on the other hand, that unusual plunge
into the hectic hustle and bustle is about
gaining time.

THE
TIME
FACTOR

ON EVERYBODY’S LIPS, BUT STILL RATHER PUZZLING
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BEAUTE EXPRESS

DID YOU KNOW…

TIP

… that the scalp can react just as
sensitively to stress as the skin on the
face? The first symptom: you «feel» your
own scalp, which normally isn’t the
case. In extreme cases, the scalp feels
tight, itchy and has individual scaly
patches. Stress hormones are direct
triggers. The deeper causes of an
irritated scalp can be both external and
internal, such as the wrong care and dry
heating air, overstressing, as well as
illness and medications. This is where
you have to be kind to yourself. The
ideal care: the intensively calming
hydro-lotion «Ergines E» from METHODE
SENSITIVE. Plant extracts instantly and
noticeably relax the nerves and boost
the fast healing of acute irritations.
Can be applied after every shampoo or
between shampoos.

It’s only when the tan fades that we
notice the unpopular little memories of
carefree sunny days at the beach: a
complexion that seems a bit rougher
and has fine creases. The two-step remedy – the first step: a face scrub two to
three times a week. This removes horny
scales that the skin has developed to
protect itself from the sun and that are
now superfluous and make the skin
look rougher. The second step: right
after the face scrub use a hydro-mask.
This fills out fine lines and allows thirsty
skin to drink up lots of moisture.

KNOW-HOW
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During autumn most hair needs a little
extra care. The burning summer sun, the
salt water in the sea and the wind blowing through your hair while biking or
driving with the top down, have stressed
the hair. So the hair needs some TLC! But
the question is: the express leave-in
treatment or the «proper» treatment that
has to take effect and be rinsed out?
The answer is simple: if the hair only has
slight structural damage, the practical express treatment is enough. If it has more
extreme damage, regularly use a creamy
treatment. For long hair that has extreme
structural differences between the top
and bottom third, you can alternate between the two: the express treatment for
the whole head and after every second
or third shampoo a deep-conditioning
treatment applied to the damaged
lengths.
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Pure luxury for hair
Sometimes you simply have to do more than your daily
routine. Edition de Luxe pampers the hair with valuable active
ingredients such as extracts of pure silk, champagne and
pearls for a glamorous shimmering shine plus a complex of
blossoms and fruits from Traditional Chinese Medicine for
health and elastic resilience.

Exclusive haircare and cosmetics in selected hairdressing salons: www.labiosthetique.com

T H E C U L T U R E O F T O TA L B E A U T Y
Exclusive hair care and cosmetics in selected hairdressing salons: www.labiosthetique.com

LA BIOSTHETIQUE CURL CARE & STYLE

Curly and wavy hair often suffers from dryness because the natural oils produced
by the scalp sometimes have problems getting through the curls to the tips. Curl by
La Biosthétique gives the hair precisely what it needs — gentle care and light hold,
body and exciting style.

Art.-Nr.: 64223

Curls you will fall in
love with

